Item 855

0m+
9 kg

Rocking crib to have your baby
always near you, after feeding
or while sleeping
Nanna Oh is a bedside crib with exclusive
rocking function to lull your child,
thanks to the rocking base.
You have the baby always at your side
while feeding, caring or cuddling
and without disturbing him while sleeping.
Nanna Oh offers the possibility to choose
the textile set comprising of comforter,
comforter cover, under sheet and pillow case
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Details that make the difference

Colors

BREVI PATENTED
Made in Italy rocking side bed
designed and manufactured at Brevi’s premises,
Nanna Oh is a practical and safe bedside crib,
with exclusive swinging function to lull your child,
thanks to the rocking base

Easy to use
the rocking/locking device of the frame
can be easily done

Standing up and without bending

BREVI PATENTED

parents can approach the crib to the bed.
Feet are equipped with non-slip rubbers.
By a gentle pressure on each pedal,
it’s practical to approach
the crib to the bed

Practical
while making the bed

Proper mattress
Nanna Oh has a proper mattress
to support the baby’s spine:
neither too hard nor too soft, it’s 4,5 cm high

Suitable for most of the beds
easy and secure fastening system to parents’ bed, thanks
to practical straps near the leg of the cradle.

New
color

Beige Melange
Item 855 - Col. 002

New
color

Snow White
Item 855 - Col. 001

Nanna oh can be used as a traditional crib: it comes with
a storage pocket for the fastening belts.
Suitable for storage beds

Lateral breathe-through tab
when it is used as a traditional crib, the hinged lip has a mesh
side window, which allows the child to see the space around
him. This window also helps proper ventilation of the cradle

Carrying bag provided
easy to disassemble.
It takes a small space and can be carried
everywhere thanks to its transport bag
(folded: 94,5x55x19 cm)

Removable and washable fabric
the easily removable covering
can be washed by hand.
Removable and washable mat cover

6 height positions
the two simple buttons on the sides give the crib up to six height
positions. (from 33.5 cm - position 1 - and up to 49.5 cm - position
6-) to suit the parents’ bed height

6
4 concealed rubber wheels
it is handy, lightweight,
easy to transport,
ideal for moving in the house

Reclining function

Homologation
Complies with EN 130 e SGS CdC per co-sleeping

cm 67/82

easy tilt adjustment, independently on both sides, to help
the child breathe easier and help digestion

10,7 kg
mattress size:
folded:
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cm 94,5

cm 69,5

82,5 x 49,5 x 4 cm
94,5 x 55 x 19 cm
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Colors

Accessories optionals
Grey Bianconiglio

Dove

4 pieces set

4 pieces set

Item 858 - Col. 001

Item 858 - Col. 002

Item 859 - Col. 001

Item 859 - Col. 002

2 pieces set

2 pieces set

Dove Bear
Item 855 - Col. 299

Nanna Oh offers the possibility to choose the textile set comprising of 4 pieces:
• comforter (58 x 71 cm) with lining polyester 200 g
• comforter cover (61 x 72 cm + lapels), 100% cotton
• under sheet with elastic edges (54 x 87 cm + lapels), 100% cotton
• pillow case (25 x 35 x 3 cm), 100% cotton
A spare set is available and composed by pillow and under sheet with elastic edges

New

New

White Dove My little Bear
Item 855 - Col. 553

Pearl Grey Bianconiglio
Item 855 - Col. 501
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Arched mosquito net for side bed cribs
Practical and easy to use, the mosquito net allows children to
sleep quietly in their crib, without mosquitos bothering them.
It can be fixed through its elastic base (56 x 93 cm) (Item 856)

Musical mobile for Nanna Oh
The tender musical mobile for the Nanna Oh accompanies
the child with a sweet lullaby for a peaceful sleep.
It complies with the EN 71 1/2/3 norms (Item 857)
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